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Abstract

Karthik Dinakar

Cyberbullying is a widespread and growing social
problem, threatening the viability of social networks for
youth. We believe that one of the best ways to combat
this problem is to use these incidents as “teaching
moments”, encouraging teens to reflect on their
behavior and choices. Sites that offer community
discussions around the ethical aspects of social
situations can help teens feel less alone in their plight,
and provide useful advice and emotional support. But
the success of these “crowdsourced ethics” sites
depends critically on the user feeling like discussions
are relevant to their own personal experience.
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Figure 1. Intro to MTV's "Over the Line"
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We have augmented the crowdsourced ethics site “Over
The Line”, offered by MTV Networks, with a
personalized story matcher that classifies stories
according to dynamically discovered high-level themes
like “sending nude pictures online” or “feeling pressure
in relationships”. The matcher uses a mixed-initiative
LDA machine learning technique [2], and a
commonsense knowledge base specialized to the
bullying problem. The site is currently public, and
attracts an audience of thousands of users daily.
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Reflective Interface design borrows its framework from
principles espoused by Donald Schön [11]. Schön
talked about the need for successive stages of action,
then reflection, which in turn can have influence on
future action.
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Crowdsourced ethics: MTV’s “A Thin Line”
and “Over the Line” sites

The Cyberbullying problem

While many sites offer advice, and many schools have
anti-bullying programs, their effectiveness is limited.
Advice tends to be vague (“Tell a trusted adult”, “Don’t
let it get to you”, etc.), unconnected to a child's
personal situation, and delivered far from the times and
places when bullying actually occurs.

Cyberbullying, harassment of youth by their peers on
online networks, is a growing social problem [1], [9].
Studies show that almost half of young people
experience it at some point [8], and extreme cases can
lead to tragedies such as suicides.
Cyberbullying presents the same kind of threat to
participation by youth on social networks, that spam
did to e-mail in the early days of the Internet. If we
allow it to get too prevalent, it will destroy the viability
of social networks as a communication medium for
youth. Just as spam filters provided a technical solution
that, while they didn’t eliminate it, kept the problem
under control, we need a new generation of technical
solutions adapted to this particular problem.

Reflective Interfaces
We would like to avoid heavy–handed approaches, such
as censoring a post or banning the perpetrator. Our
general approach to interface design is called Reflective
Interfaces [5]. Reflective Interfaces are designed to
encourage the user to think about why they made the
choices they did; what the consequences are for
themselves and others, and their options for future
action. This is in contrast to conventional interfaces,
which focus on just the immediate content of the
interface choice or the communication taking place.

However, in our opinion, one of the best current sites
on this topic is MTV's “A Thin Line”. It adopts a unique
crowdsourced ethics approach that encourages dubious
situations to be evaluated by the young people
themselves.
The crowdsourced ethics approach has a number of
advantages for helping youth cope with potentially
bullying situations. Even the “Thin Line” title recognizes
that it shouldn’t try to preach a single correct answer. It
encourages the user to reflect on how their particular
experience relates to the experience of others.
Perhaps its greatest effect is to help the user realize that
they are not alone, that their plight is shared by others,
and that they can reach out to others for help. The most
extreme negative reactions to bullying situations such as
depression and even suicide, tend to occur only when a
person feels like they're totally isolated in their
predicament, and that there is no way out.

The top level of the "Thin Line" site (Figure 1) acts as a
portal, offering education on bullying topics, help lines,
sign up for anti–bullying campaigns, and a blog. The
“Your Stories” link leads to the “Over the Line” page,
which is concerned with personal stories contributed by
users. Users can simply read stories contributed by
others, and they can also rate them “over”, “on”, or
“under” the line of acceptability. Users can also see the
results of how others rated a particular story.
http://www.athinline.org/overtheline/

most effective is to be able to find the ones that are
most personally relevant for you.
Personalization for an application such as this is
challenging. We can't rely on many traditional methods,
such as keyword spotting, such as is typically used in
spam filters, conventional topic modeling, and other
information retrieval techniques. Just getting a
superficial match to the particulars of the story is
generally not helpful (even though a story mentions
that it took place at a basketball game, other stories
about basketball are probably irrelevant).
Our goal is, instead, to identify high-level themes of the
story that are likely to be relevant to the topics and
shared with other stories. This isn't the place to go into
details of the story matching algorithm; for that see the
references [3], [4].

Figure 2. A story rated by the community

Personalization for crowdsourced ethics by
understanding high-level themes
But the stories appear on the site with no particular
topic organization. You can order them by recency,
popularity, rating, or a (hand-selected) category
“outrageous”. But what's likely to make the stories

Briefly, though, we employ a mixed-initiative variant of
the machine learning technique Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) [2]. LDA models a document as being
produced from a set of underlying topics by a
probabilistic process, and infers backwards from the
actual words, to a distribution of topics. The topics can
be discovered by this algorithm, and need not be
specified in advance.
The mixed-initiative aspect is that, we ask people to
describe each theme from the word cluster produced by
LDA, then verify that it agrees reasonably well with a
human interpretation of the story. This only needs to
be done for each topic once a corpus is analyzed, not
each time we interactively analyze a story. Figure 3
shows some of about 30 topics from a corpus of about
10,000 stories.

Interaction with “Over the Line”
Figure 4 shows the screen with the system’s response
for finding stories similar to a given story. At top, the
original story input by the user. Directly below it, a
similar story retrieved by the system. The user can
page through all matching stories, in order of
relevance. The system also asks the user to rate the
match (as well as rating the individual stories).

Figure 3. Theme distribution in the story corpus. 30 major
themes were identified from 10,000 stories.

The “Resources” bar at the bottom is also personalized,
using the computed story theme to filter the list of
resources, taken from the other categories of
information on the site. For example, if the inferred
theme is, “pressure for having sex”, the resource
Dating Abuse Hot Line will be offered.

Related Work
We also use a commonsense knowledge base [12] that
contains over 1 million simple assertions about
everyday life. For example, it might contain the
assertion, “french fries make you fat”, which helps us
relate a story about eating too many french fries to the
topic of insulting someone's appearance, a common
bullying topic. We also augment the commonsense
knowledge base with a more specialized knowledge
base, BullySpace, containing specific knowledge about
bullying topics, like racial and ethnic slurs.
In addition, we are also exploring finer grained
methods of understanding the stories. While our
current techniques relate to the topic of the entire
story, we are also exploring modeling specific actors
and events in the story, in order to recognize
stereotypical story patterns like Schank's "scripts" [6],
or Winston's Genesis system [6]. A companion paper
[6] reports on some preliminary work.

Given the importance and ubiquity of this problem, it is
surprising that there has been almost no prior work
directly in the area of designing social network software
to prevent and mitigate cyberbullying. There has been
some work in educational games that simulate
potentially bullying situations, e.g. [6], but these are
fictional situations that do not directly relate to users’
real-world lives.

Evaluation and Future Work
At the time of this writing, the site has just gone public,
and we do not have sufficient data to report. Evaluation
of the matching algorithm and some of the underlying
techniques are reported in the references [3, 4]. By
CHI press time, we will at least report some of the
usage statistics collected by the public site. As seen in
Figure 4, the site asks the user to rate the quality of
the story match.

audience around one of the recognized story themes,
and substituting in particulars of the user’s story.
We are also exploring the potential for applications of
these techniques to problems other than cyberbullying,
such as support for autistic spectrum individuals.
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Figure 4. The story matching screen.
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